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INTRINSIC CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTAIN CONFORMALLY

FLAT SPACES

BY KENTARO YANO, CHORNG-SHI HOUH AND BANG-YEN CHEN

If Vn is a conformally flat hypersurface of a conformally flat space Vn+i, then
Vn is a quasi-umbilical hypersurface, that is, there exists a non-zero vector field
Vi on Vn such that the second fundamental tensor hμ is given by hμ=agμ+βvjVi
for some functions a, β on Fn, here gμ is the metric tensor on Vn (See [1]). If
Vn^i is a space of constant curvature k, Chen and Yano showed in [1] that the
curvature tensor Kkμ

h is given by

(0.1) Kkji

h = (k+a2)(δigji - δ)gk%)+aβ[(δfr)j - δ)vk)Vi + (vkgμ - v5gk%)vh\

In the present paper, the authors would like to consider an instrinsic charac-
terization of a Riemannian manifold Vn with curvature tensor Kkjί

h given in the
form of (0.1). In fact we shall prove the following

THEOREM. Let Vn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold1^ with a unit
vector field uh. Then the necessary and sufficient conditions for Vn having the
properties'.

( I ) The curvature operator Kkji

hvkwί associated with two vectors vh and wh

orthogonal to uh annihilates uh:

(0.2) Kkji

hvkwW=0]

(Π) Sectional curvature with respect to a section containing uh is a constant',
(ΠI) Sectional curvature with respect to a section orthogonal to uh is a constant

is that the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of Vn has the form

(0.3) /Syi Λ =;

for some functions λ and μ. In this case, Vn is a conformally flat space for n>3.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let Vn be an n-dimensional Riemannian space with metric ds2=gμdηJdγ,
h,i,j, '=l,2,~-,nf where {rf1} is a local coordinate system. We denote by {/<}
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1) Manifolds, mappings, functions, ••• are assumed to be sufficiently differentiable.
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the Christoffel symbols formed with gμ and by V, the operator of covariant
differentiation with respect to {/*}. We denote by Kkji

h the Riemann-Christoffel
curvature tensor of Vn'

(l.i) κkjί

h=dk .
J t

h 1 ί t

j t\ [k i

where du = d/dηk. Then the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are given
respectively by

(1.2) Kjt^Ktjt*

and

(1.3) K=g»KJi9

where gji are contravariant components of the fundamental metric tensor.
We define a tensor field Lμ of type (0,2) by

n 4Ϊ T — Kji i Kgji

The conformal curvature tensor Ckβh is then given by

(1.5)

where δ$ are the Kronecker deltas and Lk

h=LktQ
th>

A Riemannian manifold Vn is called a conformally flat space if we have

(1.6) Gwi*=0

and

(1.7) FtLji-rjLto^O.

It is well known that (1.6) holds automatically for n=3 and (1.7) can be derived
from (1.6) for n>3.

If there exist, on a conformally flat space, two functions a and β such that a
is positive and

(1. 8) L,<= - - y gji+βiFjaXFia),

then the space Fw is called a special conformally flat space,

§ 2. Proof of the theorem.

If the curvature tensor of Vn has the form (0.3), then it is trivial to see that
properties ( I ) , (Π) and (ΠI) are satisfied.
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We now assume that Vn with a unit vector field uh satisfies ( I ) , (Π) and (m).
We take n—1 linearly independent vectors Bh

h, a, b, c, ~Ί,2, ~ ,n—l, ortho-
gonal to uh and let Ba

τ, uι be determined in such a way that

(2.1) {Bh

h,uh)'ι = {B\yUi).

Then we have

or

The condition ( I ) is expressed as

Be*Bd*KkJi
hu*=0.

Transvecting Be

mBdι to this we find

(Ά - umuk){δ{ - uιuJ)KkJi

hu*=0

or

Knii
hu% - KmJt

hu>uιu% - KkH

hukumu*=0,

from which

(2.2) Kkji

hu^M

where

(2.3) Mk

h=K

Mk

h satisfies

(2.4) M*ΛιιΛ=0, M*Λ«*=0, My<=Afo,

where Mji^M/gu. From condition (Π) we have

(2. 5) KkjihUkvJuι'Vh=constant

for any unit vector #Λ orthogonal to uh. (2.5) can be written as

(2. 6) MjiVJvl=constant.

Thus we have

Transvecting Bc

mBbι to this we find

(δL - umuj)(δ\ - uιU*)Mji=λ(gmι - umuι),
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from which using (2.4)

(2.7) MJi=λ(gJi-ujUi).

Thus (2.2) becomes

(2.8) Kkfi

hifi=λ(dfrij-9}uk).

From condition (m) we have

KiCjihBd!cBciBb%Bal — k(ΰdaΰcb ~ QcaQdb)-

Transvecting Bd

sB
c

rB\Ba

v to this we find

Kkjih{δk

s - usu
k){δ3

r - uru
J)(δq - uqu

ι){δ% - upu
h)

=k[(gsp - usup)(grq - urUq) - (grp — urup)(gsq - usuq)],

Ksrqp - KsrqhU
hUp - KsrιpUιUq - KsjqpU

3Ur - KkrqpU
kUs

+ MspUrUq + MrqUsUp — MrpUsUq — MsqUrUp

=k[(gsPgrq - grPgsq) - (gspur - grPus)uq - (grqus - qsqur)up].

Substituting (2.2) into this, we find

Ksrqp + (MsqUr — MrqU9)Up — (MspUr ~ MrpUs)Uq + (MqsUp — MpsUq)Ur

— (MqrUp—Mpruq)us+Mspuruq+Mrqusup—Mrpusuq — Msqurup

=ΛUflM'rβ - δ ^ g ^ ) - (gspUr - grpUs)uq - (grqus - gsqur)up],

from which using (2.7)

iζ j r sp+λ(g s q u r —g r q u s )u p —λ(g s p u r —g r pU s )u q

= *[(0«j>0rί - Qrφύ - (ΰspUr ~ grpUs)uq - (grqUs - gsqUr)up]

and consequently

(2.9) AΓ*yί

ft

This is the form of (0.3).
Now we shall show that Vn with Kkji

h given by (2.9) is conformally flat for
n>3. From (2.9), we have

(2.10) Kji^Khj

(2.11) AΓ

Substituting (2.10), (2.11) in (1.4), we find
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(2.12) Lji= - -kgji-iλ-^ujui,

(2.13) L/ - - i- β<5) - (λ - k)UjUh.

Substituting (2. 9), (2.12) and (2.13) in (1. 5), we find

ih=Kkjί

h+δlLji - δ^Lπ + Lk

hgn - L3

hgk%

+ Ί ~~2~~2gJi~^λ'^k^uJUi \ δ A ~ -2^kί-~{λ-

=0

Hence F n is conformally flat. This completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY. Let Vn be a simple connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold
with a unit vector field Φ and satisfies (I), (II), (III). Furthermore if the constant
k required in (III) is k>0 and uh is the vector field given by

(2.14) Uh=λFhφ(k)

for some functions λ and φ. Then Vn can be isometrically immersed in a Euclidean
space En+1 as a hypersurface.

Proof. If uh^λVhφ(k)=2λφ\k) VkFh V& with k>0, then LXJ takes the form
of (1.8):

Thus Vn is a special conformally flat space. By theorem 1 of [1] Vn can be iso-
metrically immersed in a Euclidean space Enhl as a hypersurface.
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